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According to your email, I would like to thank you for sending us the “Final draft of vision
document for consultation” document and congratulate for the work developed.
About my modest opinion, and considering I do not know if the subjects are also include in
research objectives, in Challenge H – Radiation Protection in Society, I would like to suggest to
have one point relate with the best way to communicate with patients that realize exames of
diagnostic and therapeutics with ionizing radiation (considering not only society in general, but
also patients).
Apart from this comment, I just found an error on page 41 which I correct here “"new ways to
produce medically used ionizing radiation and software tools including AI based methods".
Finally, to show our willingness to participate ESTeSL is available to:
- Build and measure instruments to assess the expectations, needs and related issues of
patients and the general population.
- Develop potentially optimising methods and technologies depending on requirements and
needs of medical specialities (Challenge D).

Best Regards,

Lina Vieira

A 2020-09-09 11:53, SHARE Secretariat escreveu:
Referring to the message below, kindly send your comments also to
SHARE secretariat so that we will be able to develop the joint SHARE
remarks.
Kind regards,

SHARE Secretariat
El 9/9/20 a las 12:48, SHARE Secretariat escribió:
Dear SHARE members,
On behalf of MEENAS:
Dear members of the radiation protection research platforms,
In follow up of a letter 28 July 2020 prepared by MEENASand
repesentatives of several radiation protection institutions, the
extended MEENAS group, we come to you to request your contribution.
As announced in mentioned letter, the extended MEENAS group
prepared, following the EC recommendation, a robust radiation
protection co-funded partnership vision document. During summer
holidays we have been working on that vision document according to
the 'partnership-draft-guidance' (in annex) and with a few days
delay (we promised the draft ready for the end of August) we present
to you a draft document for comments.
Since we have a meeting with the EC on the 25th of September (for
which we need to send the document the latest 18th of September),
the extended MEENAS group has scheduled a meeting 16th of September
to discuss your comments and adapt the present version of the vision
document. We know it is short day but we would like to receive your
comments by 14th of September evening. The comments that are
received by that time can still be considered in the updated version
that will be sent to the EC for discussion on 25th of September.
Very likely this discussion with the EC will also lead to
modifications and that more advanced version will be send again for
consultation. So if you would have no time now, you can still
intervene at a later stage.
Please send your comments to sec@eu-meenas.net before 14 September
evening.
We have a MEENAS website eu-meenas.net which is under development
and where we will store all commented document so that all comments
are available for everybody.
We will organise a feedback on how we dealt with the comments.
We would really appreciated your comments on this draft vision
document. So thank you very much in advance.
With kind regards

The extended MEENAS team

